
U.S. and Latin 

America 



U.S. after WWII 

 The United States emerged from World War II the 

preeminent military and economic power in the 

world. 

 While much of Europe and Asia struggled to 

recover from the physical devastation of the war, 

the U.S. was virtually unscathed, its economic 

infrastructure intact and operating at peak 

efficiency. 

 By 1955 the United States, with only 6 percent of 

the world’s population, was producing well over 

half of the world’s goods. 



Guatemala: The Cold War 

Comes to Latin America 
 After WWII, the U.S. worried about the spread of 

Marxism. 

 Communists coming to power in the region constituted 

a threat to the U.S. and would have to be dislodged. 

 In 1952, Jacobo Arbenz became president of 

Guatemala and began implementing Communist 

programs: nationalizing foreign holdings 

 Banana-producing United Fruit Company (USA) 

 President Eisenhower authorized the CIA to train 

Guatemalan rebels to overthrow Arbenz, which they 

did in 1954.  



Cuba 

 Since the Spanish-American war 
of 1898, Cuba had been ruled by 
governments better known for 
their compliance with U.S. 
interests than with popular 
sentiment. 

 In 1933, during the crisis resulting 
from the Great Depression, 
Sergeant Fulgencio Batista (1901-
1973) emerged as a strongman, 
and in 1952 he led a military coup 
that deposed a corupt civilian 
government and made him 
dictator. 



Cuba: 

The Batista Dictatorship 

 Did little to clean public affairs. 

 Continued to bend to the wishes of North 
American investors 

 Sugar planters and Casino owners 

 Middle- and working- class Cubans did not 
prosper 

 Students at the University of Havana called 
for revolution 

 1953 – a group of young people launched a 
botched assault on a military garrison. 



Cuba’s  

National Liberation 

 Fidel Castro 

 Young law student became a national hero 
during the trial because of a speech at the 
rebels’ trial 

 Freed from prison in 1955 and fled to Mexico. 

 Returned several years later with a small band 
of armed comrades to organize guerrilla raids 

 Batista’s fortunes nose-dived 

 U.S. Congress suspended military supplies and 
aid 

 Regime crumbled in 1958 



Cuba’s  

National Liberation 

 Batista fled Cuba on New Year’s Day 1959 

 The wealthy elite fled I droves to exile in 

southern Florida and elsewhere 

 As Castro began to consolidate his power, his 

regime became more radical 

 He seized control of the economy 

 Massive redistribution of land 

 Nationalized foreign oil refineries 



U.S. versus Cuba 

 Outraged, the U.S. put an end to all aid and 

sealed the American market to Cuban sugar 

 April 1961, the CIA mounted an invasion by 

Cuban exiles, landing at the Bay of Pigs 

 A fiasco that failed and caused Castro to 

becomes even more radical 

 Castro declared himself a socialist and openly 

courted the support of the Soviet Union 

 



The Cuban Missile Crisis 

 To deter any further U.S. attacks, Castro 

appealed to the Soviet Union to install 

nuclear weapons in Cuba– 90 miles of the 

coast of Florida. 

 October 1962 - CIA flights over Cuba 

discovered that the Soviets were secretly 

constructing offensive missile sites, 

which could launch nuclear missiles. 



Cuban Missile Crisis 

(October of 1962) 





Cuban Missile Crisis 

(October of 1962)  

 Military advisors urged air strikes against the 
missile sites, but Kennedy worried that the 
strikes might trigger nuclear war.  

 Instead Kennedy imposed a naval quarantine to 
stop Soviet ships from reaching Cuba.  

 The face off ended when Kennedy and 
Khrushchev reached an agreement.  

 The missiles in Cuba would be dismantled in 
exchange for an American promise not to 
invade Cuba. Secretly the U.S. also agreed to 
destroy its missile bases in Turkey.  



Argentina 

 One of the larger and more 

industrializes nations in Latin 

America. 

 Juan Perón became president in 

1946 by appealing to urban 

workers 

 Massive programs of social 

services, wage increases, 

pensions, and low-cost 

vacations for urban workers 

 Perón was basically a dictator  
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Argentina 

 Eva Perón – “Evita” 

 Widely beloved by the common people 

 Hated by most of the rich 

 Died in 1952 

 Juan Perón created massive debts and 
inflation 

 In 1955, military and rich force him into 
exile in Spain 

 His social programs remain deeply 
embedded in Argentina’s national life 


